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The  Counter, a Frequency Counter
Based on the Linear Regression
Enrico Rubiola, Michel Lenczner, Pierre-Yves Bourgeois, and François Vernotte

Abstract— This paper introduces the  counter, a frequency
counter—i.e., a frequency-to-digital converter—based on the
linear regression (LR) algorithm on time stamps. We discuss
the noise of the electronics. We derive the statistical properties
of the  counter on rigorous mathematical basis, including the
weighted measure and the frequency response. We describe an
implementation based on a system on chip, under test in our
laboratory, and we compare the  counter to the traditional
 and  counters. The LR exhibits the optimum rejection of
white phase noise, superior to that of the  and  counters.
White noise is the major practical problem of wideband digital
electronics, both in the instrument internal circuits and in the fast
processes, which we may want to measure. With a measurement
time τ , the variance is proportional to 1/τ 2 for the  counter,
and to 1/τ 3 for both the  and  counters. However, the 
counter has the smallest possible variance, 1.25 dB smaller than
that of the  counter. The  counter finds a natural application
in the measurement of the parabolic variance, described in the
companion article in this Journal [vol. 63 no. 4 pp. 611–623,
April 2016 (Special Issue on the 50th Anniversary of the Allan
Variance), DOI 10.1109/TUFFC.2015.2499325].
Index Terms— Frequency estimation, frequency measurement,
instrumentation and measurement, noise, phase noise, regression
analysis, time measurement.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND S TATE OF THE A RT

T

HE frequency counter is an instrument that measures
the frequency of the input signal versus a reference
oscillator. Since frequency and time intervals are the most precisely measured physical quantities, and nowadays, even fairly
sophisticated counters fit in a small area of a chip, converting
a physical quantity into a frequency is a preferred approach to
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the design of electronic instruments. The consequence is that
the counter is now such a versatile and ubiquitous instrument
that it creates applications rather than being developed for
applications, just like the computer.
The term counter comes from the early instruments, where
the Dekatron [2]—a dedicated cold-cathode vacuum tube—
was used to count the pulses of the input signal in a suitable
reference time, say 0.1 or 1 s. While the manufacturers of
instruments stick on the word counter, the new terms time-todigital converter (TDC) and frequency-to-digital converter are
often preferred in digital electronics [3], [4].
The direct frequency counter has been replaced long time
ago by the classical reciprocal counter, which measures the
average period on a suitable interval by counting the pulses
of the reference clock. The obvious advantage is that the
1/n counts quantization uncertainty is limited by the clock
frequency, instead of the arbitrary input frequency. Of course,
the clock is set by design close to the maximum toggling
frequency of the technology employed.
Higher resolution is obtained by measuring the fractions of
the clock period with an interpolator. Simple and precise interpolators work only at fixed frequency. The most widely used
techniques are described underneath. Surprisingly, all them
are rather old and feature picosecond range resolution. The
progress concerns the sampling rate, from kS/s or less in the
early time to a few MS/s available now. See [5] for a review,
and [3] for integrated electronic techniques.
1) The Nutt Interpolator [6], [7] makes use of the linear
charge and discharge of a capacitor.
2) The Frequency Vernier is the electronic version of the
vernier caliper commonly used in the machine shop.
A synchronized oscillator close to the clock frequency
plays the role of the vernier scale [8]–[11].
3) The Thermometer Code Interpolator uses a pipeline of
small delay units and D-type flip-flops or latches. To the
best of our knowledge, it first appeared in the HP 5371A
time interval analyzer implemented with discrete delay
lines and sparse logic [12].
Table I provides some examples of commercial products.
In the classical reciprocal counter, the input signal is sampled only at the beginning and at the end of the measurement
time τ . The frequency measured in this way is averaged
over τ with uniform weight. In the presence of time jitter
of variance σx2 (classical variance), statistically independent at
start and stop, the measured fractional frequency has variance
σy2 = 2σx2 /τ 2 . Increased resolution can be achieved with fast
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TABLE I
S OME C OMMERCIAL TDCs AND T IME I NTERVAL A NALYZERS

sampling and statistics. A sampling interval τ0 = τ/m, m  1
enables averaging on m highly overlapped and statistically
independent measures. In this way, one can expect a variance
σy2 ∝ σx2 /mτ 2 . This mechanism is equivalent to averaging the
input frequency with triangular weight. These two methods
are referred to as  and  counters (or estimators) because
of the graphical analogy of the Greek letter to the weight
function [23], [24]. The  and  counters are related to the
Allan variance (AVAR) [25], [26] and to the modified Allan
variance (MVAR) [27]–[29]. Frequency counters specialized
for MVAR are available as a niche product, chiefly for research
laboratories [16].
Having access to fast time stamping and to sufficient computing power on field-programmable gate array (FPGA) and
system on chip (SoC) at low cost and acceptable complexity,
we tackle the problem of the best estimator. The linear
regression (LR) turns out to be the right answer, to the extent
that it provides the lowest energy (or lowest power) fit of a data
set, which is the optimum approximation for white noise.
The LR can be interpreted as a weight function applied
to the measured frequency fluctuations. The shape of such
weight function is parabolic (Fig. 3). We call the corresponding instrument  counter, for the graphical analogy
of the parabola with the Greek letter, and in the continuity
of the  and  counters [23], [24]. The  estimator is
similar to the  estimator, but exhibits the higher rejection
of the instrument noise, chiefly of white phase noise. This is
important in the measurement of fast phenomena, where the
noise bandwidth is necessarily large.
The idea of the LR for the estimation of frequency is
not new [12], [30]. However, these articles lack rigorous
statistical analysis. Another modern use of the LR has been
proposed independently in [31] at the IEEE international
frequency symposium, where we gave our first presentation
on the  counter and on our standpoint about the parabolic
variance (PVAR).
II. I NSTRUMENT A RCHITECTURE AND N OISE
The use of time stamps for sophisticated statistics is inspired
to the Picket Fence method introduced in [32] and [33], and
intended for the JPL time scale. Fig. 1 shows a rather general

Fig. 1.

Time-stamp counter architecture.

block diagram. A time stamp is associated with each input
event by combining the integer number of clock cycles (binary
counter 2, free running, and sampled by the D-type register)
with the fraction of clock cycle, measured by the interpolator.
Binary counter 1 counts the input events, and associates the
integer number k to the kth event.
Following the signal path, we expect that all the noise
originating inside the instrument contains only white and
flicker PM noise. The reason is that the instrument internal
delay cannot diverge in the long run. Notice that the divergence
of the flicker is only an academic issue [34], while the integral
of Sϕ ( f ) = b−1 / f over an interval of 20–40 decades of
frequency (unrealistically large) exceeds the coefficient b−1
by a mere 16–20 dB. Conversely the reference oscillator—
which in a strict sense is not a part of the instrument—and
the signal under test include white FM and slower phenomena.
The analysis of practical cases, underneath, shows that the
instrument internal noise is chiefly white PM.
A. Internal Clock Distribution
The reference clock signal is distributed to the critical
parts of the counters by appropriate circuits. As an example,
we evaluate the jitter of the Cyclone III FPGA by Altera [35].
A reason is that we have studied thoroughly the noise of this
device [36]. Another reason is that it is the representative of
the class of midsized FPGAs, and similar devices from other
brands, chiefly Xilinx [37], would give similar results.
White phase noise is of the aliased ϕ-type, described by
a2
ν0
where ν0 is the clock frequency, and a ≈ 630 μrad is
an experimental parameter of the component. Since the PM
noise is sampled at the threshold crossings, i.e., at 2ν0 ,
the bandwidth is equal to ν0 . Converting Sϕ ( f ) into Sx ( f ) =
(1/4π 2 ν02 )Sϕ ( f ) and integrating on ν0 , we get
Sϕ ( f ) =

x2  =

a2
4π 2 ν02
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thus xrms = 1 ps at 100-MHz clock frequency.
Flicker
√ phase noise is of the x-type. We measured
Hz, referred to 1-Hz bandwidth.
22 fs/ Hz at 1
Integrating over 12–15 decades, we find 115–130-fs rms,
which is low as compared with white noise.
B. Input Trigger
In most practical cases, the noise is low enough to avoid
multiple bounces at the threshold crossings [38]. In this
condition, the rms time jitter is
Vrms
SR
where Vrms is the rms fluctuation of the threshold, and SR is
the slew rate (slope, not accounting for noise).
The rms voltage results from
√ white and flicker noise. White
noise is described as Vw = en B, where en is the white noise
in 1-Hz bandwidth and B is the noise bandwidth. Flicker noise
results from V f = αen (ln(B/A))1/2 , where αen is the flicker
noise at 1 Hz and referred to 1-Hz bandwidth, and A and B
are the low and high cutoff frequencies, respectively.
The golden rules for precision high-speed design suggest
the following.
√
1) White noise, en = 10 nV/ Hz, including the input
√ protection circuits (without, it would be of 1–2 nV/ Hz).
2) Flicker noise, α = 10 . . . 31.6 (20–30 dB) at most, as a
conservative estimate.
3) The noise bandwidth is related to the maximum input
(toggling) frequency νmax by νmax  0.3 B.
Let us consider
√ a realistic example where νmax = 1.2 GHz,
en = 10 nV/ Hz, and α = 31.6 (30 dB). Accordingly,
the input bandwidth is B = 4 GHz. In turn, the integrated white noise is Vw = 632 μV rms. By contrast,
flicker is V f = 1.66 μV rms integrated over 12 decades
(4 MHz to 4 GHz), and V f = 1.86 μV rms integrated over
15 decades (4 μHz to 4 GHz). White noise is clearly the
dominant effect.
xrms =

C. Clock Interpolator
Commercially available counters exhibit the single-shot
fluctuation of 1–50 ps (Table I, and references therein). Since
the interpolator is reset to its initial state after each use, it is
sound to assume that the noise realizations are statistically
independent. This is white noise. At a closer sight, some
memory between operations is possible, which shows up as
flicker noise. However, the issues about bandwidth already
discussed in this section apply, and we expect that the flicker
is a minor effect as compared with white noise.
D. Motivation for the Linear Regression
The LR finds a straightforward application to the estimation
of the frequency ν of a periodic phenomenon sin[φ(t)] from
its phase φ(t) using the trite relation ν = (1/2π)(dφ/dt). It is
well known that the LR provides the best estimate ν̂ in the
presence of white noise, to the extent that it minimizes the
squared residuals. The reader can refer to [39, Gauss–Markov
theorem] or to the classical book [40]. Notice that the samples

Fig. 2.

Principle of the LR counter, and definition of often used variables.

of white noise are statistically independent, because in this
case, the noise autocorrelation is a Dirac δ distribution. This
property matches the need of rejecting the white phase noise.
III. L INEAR R EGRESSION
A real sinusoidal signal affected by noise can be written as
v(t) = V0 sin[φ(t)]
where V0 is the amplitude and φ(t) is a phase that carries the
ideal time plus random noise. The randomness in φ(t) can
be interpreted either as a phase fluctuation or as a frequency
fluctuation

(PM noise)
2πν0 t + ϕ(t)

φ(t) =
2πν0 t + 2π ( ν)(t)dt (FM noise)
and, of course, φ(t) and ϕ(t) are allowed to exceed ±π.
Hereinafter, ν0 is either the nominal frequency or its best
estimate. The difference is relevant only to the absolute
accuracy, while we can analyze the fluctuation assuming that
the average is equal to zero.
We prefer to derive the properties of the LR using the
normalized quantities x(t) and y(t), as in Fig. 2
x(t) = t + x(t) (phase time)

(1)

y(t) = 1 + y(t) (fractional frequency)

(2)

x(t) = ϕ(t)/2πν0

(3)

y(t) = ẋ(t).

(4)

where

The quantity x(t) is the time carried by the real signal, which is
equal to the ideal time t plus the random fluctuation x(t). The
quantities x(t) and y(t) match the phase time fluctuation x(t)
and the fractional frequency fluctuation y(t) used in the
general literature [25], [26], with the choice of the font as
the one and only difference. The random variables x and y
are centered, so the mathematical expectation of x and y is
t and 1, respectively.
Most concepts are suitable to continuous and discrete treatise with simplified notation. For example, x = t + x maps
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into xk = tk + xk for sampled data, and into x(t) = t + x(t)
in the continuous case. The notation  .  and (., .) stands
for the average
 They are defined as
 and the scalar product.
x = (1/n) k x k and (x, y) =
k x k yk for time series,
where n is the number of terms in the sum,and defined as
x = (1/T ) x(t) dt and (x, y) = (1/T ) x(t)y(t) dt in
the continuous case, where T is the integration time. The
span of the sum and the integral will be made precise in
each application. The reader may notice that the factor 1/T
in the continuous (x, y) does not find the 1/n counterpart
in the discrete (x, y). This difference in the normalization
is necessary for consistency with the companion article [1].
The norm is defined as ||x|| = (x, x)1/2 . The mathematical
expectation and the variance of random variables are denoted
by E{ . } and V{ . }.
The problem of the LR consists in identifying the optimum
value ŷ of the slope η (dummy variable used to avoid
confusion with y) that minimizes the norm of the error x − ηt.
The solution is the random variable
(x − x, t − t)
.
(5)
ŷ =
||t − t||2
The choice of a reference system where the time sequence
is centered at zero, i.e., t = 0, makes the treatise simpler,
without loss of generality. Accordingly, the estimator ŷ reads
(x, t)
.
ŷ =
||t||2

Introducing the hypothesis that the samples xk are independent, the estimator variance is
V{ŷ} =

This is seen by expanding the variance
2

V{ŷ} = E{(ŷ − E{ŷ})2 } = E{ŷ } − E{ŷ}2 .
But
1
E{(t + x, t)2 }
||t||4
1
E{(t, t)2 + 2(t, t)(x, t) + (x, t)2 }
=
||t||4
1
= 1+
E{(x, t)2 }.
||t||4

E{(ŷ)2 } =

In the case of uniformly spaced time series, and exploiting the
fact that the random variables xk are independent, we find


E{(x, t)2 } =
tk t E{xk x } =
tk2 E{xk2 } = ||t||2 σx2 .
k,

k

We conclude that

(6)

These choices are equivalent, because t = 0, so (x−x, t) =
(x, t) − x(1, t) = (x, t).

σx2
(estimator variance).
||t||2

V{ŷ} = 1 +

||t||2 2
σ2
σx − 1 = x 2 .
4
||t||
||t||

For a constant step τ0 and with τ = mτ0 , then for large m,
it holds that

IV. BASIC S TATISTICAL P ROPERTIES

ŷ ≈ 1 +

A. Unbiased Estimate
V{ŷ} ≈

The LR provides an unbiased estimate of the slope, that is
E{ŷ} = 1 (unbiased estimate)
even without the assumption that the noise samples (or values)
are statistically independent. This is seen by replacing the
expression of the phase
ŷ =

(x, t)
(t + x, t)
(x, t)
=
=1+
.
2
2
||t||
||t||
||t||2

Since t is deterministic, E{(x, t)} = (E{x}, t) implies
E{ŷ} = 1 +

(E{x}, t)
=1
||t||2

because we assumed E{x} = 0.
B. Estimator Variance
We restrict the analysis of the estimator variance to the
discrete case. In fact, the continuous case is more about an
academic exercise that a practical issue because continuous is
the extrapolation of discrete for infinite sampling frequency
(τ0 → 0). The variance of white noise diverges, which is
compensated by m → ∞. Alternatively, we have to introduce
a finite noise bandwidth, thus correlation in the white noise.

12(x, t)
mτ 2

12σx2
.
mτ 2

(7)

For even m = 2 p, the proof starts with tk = kτ0 for
k ∈ {− p, . . . , p}
||t||2 =

p

k=− p
τ02

tk2 = τ02

p

k=− p

k 2 = 2τ02

p


k2

k=1

τ2
=
p(2 p + 1)( p + 1) = 0 m(m + 2)(m + 1)
3
12
mτ 2
for large m.
≈
12
A similar calculation with odd m = 2 p + 1 takes tk = (k +
(1/2)τ0 for k ∈ {− p − 1, . . . , p}, and gives the same result.
V. W EIGHTED AVERAGE AND F ILTERING
We show that the  counter can be described as a weighted
average or as a filter, and we derive the impulse response from
the weight function. Only the continuous case is analyzed,
because the discrete case can be treated in the same way.
Unlike Section IV-B, the extension is smooth and free from
singularities.
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Comparing (11) and (12), we find
⎧


⎨ 12 t, for t ∈ − τ , τ
w̃c (t) = τ 3
2 2
⎩0,
elsewhere

(13)

and using (10)
⎧


2
⎨ 3 1 − 4t , for t ∈ − τ , τ
wc (t) = 2τ
τ2
2 2
⎩
0,
elsewhere.
These functions are plotted in Fig. 3 (left).
Fig. 3.

Weight functions and impulse response of the  counter.

B. Frequency Response

A. Weighted Measure
Let us consider an instrument that measures y(t) averaged
on a time interval of duration τ . In general terms, we can
express the estimate ŷ(t) available at the time t as the weighted
average


τ
ds
(8)
ŷ(t) =
y(s) wc s − t +
2
R
where the weight function wc (t) is ruled by
 τ τ
(support)
wc (t) = 0 for t ∈ − ,
2 2

R

wc (t) dt = 1

(normalization).

This states that the integral (8) has duration τ ending at the
time t, and that the normalization yields a valid average. The
subscript c stands for centered. Accordingly, wc ( ) is shifted
by τ/2 in (8).
Interestingly, (8) can be seen as a scalar product, as a linear
operator on y, as a measure in the sense of the mathematical
measure theory, and, of course, as a weighted measure as
physicists and engineers are familiar with.
We identify the function wc (t) starting with a function w̃c (t), which satisfies


τ
x(s) w̃c s − t +
ds.
(9)
ŷ(t) =
2
R
Then, recalling
 using the integration-by that y(t) = ẋ(t) and
part formula f (t)g (t) dt = − f (t)g(t) dt, we find
 t
wc (t) = −
w̃c (s) ds.
(10)
−∞

Equation (9) gives the estimate at the time τ/2
 τ/2
x(t) w̃c (t) dt.
ŷ(τ/2) =
−τ/2

For the general experimentalist, the noise rejection properties of the counter are best seen in the frequency domain.
The fluctuations y(t) and x(t) are described in terms of their
single-sided power spectral densities (PSDs) Sy ( f ) and Sx ( f ),
and the counter as a linear time-invariant (LTI) system, which
responds with its output fluctuation ŷ(t). The counter output
PSD is
Sŷ ( f ) = |Hc ( f )|2 Sy ( f )
Sŷ ( f ) = | H̃c ( f )|2 Sx ( f )
where |Hc ( f )|2 and | H̃c ( f )|2 are the frequency response for
frequency noise and for phase noise, respectively.
The LTI system theory teaches us that Hc ( f ) is the Fourier
transform of the impulse response h c (t)

Hc ( f ) =
h c (t)e−i2π f t dt
R

and so h̃ c (t) ↔ H̃c ( f ). The subscript c in h c (t) and h̃ c (t)
stands for centered (left shifted by τ/2), and propagates to the
frequency domain for notation consistency. However, a time
shift has no effect on |Hc ( f )|2 and | H̃c ( f )|2 .
We start from the time-domain response of the estimator,
which results from the convolution integral

ŷ(t) = y(t) ∗ h c (t) =
y(s) h c (t − s) ds.
R

A direct comparison of the above to (8) gives h c (t) = wc (−t),
hence [Fig. 3 (right)]
⎧
2
⎨ 3 1 − 4t , for t ∈ − τ , τ 
2 2
h c (t) = 2τ
τ2
⎩
0,
elsewhere
and

(11)

The LR (6) applied over (−(τ/2), (τ/2)) and the computation
of ||t||2 = τ 3 /12 give

12 τ/2
(x, t)
= 3
x(t) t dt.
(12)
ŷ(τ/2) =
||t||2
τ −τ/2

Hc ( f ) = −
|Hc ( f )|2 =

3
π 3 f 3τ 3

[π f τ cos(π f τ ) − sin(π f τ )]

9
[π f τ cos(π f τ ) − sin(π f τ )]2 .
π 6 f 6τ 6

In the same way, comparing the convolution integral

ŷ(t) = x(t) ∗ h̃ c (t) =
x(s) h̃ c (t − s) ds
R
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Fig. 5.

Hardware implementation.

A. First Stage

Fig. 4.

Frequency response of the  counter.

to (9) yields h̃ c (t) = w̃c (−t). There follows [Fig. 3 (right)]:
⎧


⎨ 12
− 3 t, for t ∈ − τ2 , τ2
(14)
h̃ c (t) =
τ
⎩0,
elsewhere
and
H̃c ( f ) = −
| H̃c ( f )|2 =

6i
π 2 f 2τ 3

[π f τ cos(π f τ ) − sin(π f τ )]

36
[π f τ cos(π f τ ) − sin(π f τ )]2 .
π 4 f 4τ 6

The transfer functions |Hc ( f )|2 and | H̃c ( f )|2 are shown
in Fig. 4.
VI. H ARDWARE T ECHNIQUES
We describe a hardware implementation based on a Xilinx
Zedboard. This is a demo board for the Zynq chip, an SoC
consisting of an FPGA, and a CPU. At the present time, only
the LR algorithm is implemented. It features a sampling rate
of up to 250 MS/s, i.e., τ0 ≥ 4 ns, independent on the block
size m.
Fig. 5 shows the block diagram. The algorithm takes
two steps, represented as stages, running simultaneously on
contiguous blocks of m data (a power of two). The reason
for the two stages is that the evaluation of ν̂ needs all the
samples of the block and the average. The first stage calculates
the average and transfers the data stream to the RAM, while
the second stage calculates the LR coefficients. So, the output
is available at a rate 1/τ . An additional delay of τ applies
at startup, because data have to propagate through the
two stages.
Dropping the normalization, the LR calculates the frequency
m−1
(θk − θk )(tk − tk )
(15)
ν̂ = k=0m−1
2
k=0 (tk − tk )
by fitting the phase data θk = φk /2π, expressed as the
fraction of period. It is worth mentioning that, for a given m,
the series {tk } and its average tk  can be calculated and stored
in RAM.

1) Data Transfer: A block of data θk , sampled at the rate
rate νs = 1/τ0 , is transferred to the external dual-port RAM.
2) Accumulation: Each of the m values θk is encoded on
M bits, stored on the left half of a 2M-b register, right-shifted
by the gain g = log2 (m), and added to a 2M-b accumulator.
At the end, the value stored in the accumulator is equal to the
average. Provided that g ≤ M, there is no roundoff error.
3) Next Cycle: Data transfer and accumulation are simultaneous, which takes a time equal to τ = mτ0 . When the
first RAM is full and the average is available, an end-ofprocess signal is sent, and the results are propagated to the
second stage. A new cycle starts, with the next m samples
stored in the second RAM.
B. Second Stage
1) Difference Calculation: The samples are collected from
the RAM, and θi − θk  is calculated. In parallel, the values of
ti −tk  are also computed, with tk  provided by the CPU. The
calculation of ti − tk  takes no additional RAM. All data are
latched.
2) Frequency Estimation:
This process is the asynchrom−1
nous accumulation of
k=0 (θk − θk )(tk − tk ). The
slope a is obtained by dividing this sum by the denominator of (15). Finally, ν̂ is latched, resized, and sent to the
output. For practical reasons, we also estimate the intercept
b = θk  − atk .
C. Oracle
First, we checked on mechanical errors by comparing the
results with those obtained from independent C-language code.
The latter is a fixed-point implementation equivalent to the
GNU-Octave LR function, or to the Levenberg–Marquardt
algorithm, found, for example, in Gnuplot.
Second, we evaluate the chip resources. The main cause of
area occupation is the RAM, which is linearly proportional
to m. With large m, we also need larger word size M in order
to prevent roundoff errors. Large RAM usage may lead to
long propagation time, thus to potential data corruption. The
number of 48-b arithmetic units is not an issue, because it
grows slowly with m. Table II summarizes the FPGA resources
needed in some cases. An LR over 32 kSamples is a good
deal in the most practical cases, considering that the sampling
frequency νs can be slowed down. If this is not sufficient, one
has to consider larger FPGAs.
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4) Comparison: Comparing the estimator variance V{ŷ} as
given by (16)–(18), we notice that the  estimator features
the poorest rejection to white PM noise, proportional to 1/τ 2 .
The white PM noise rejection follows the 1/τ 3 law for both
the  and  estimators, but the  estimator is more favorable
by a factor of 3/4, i.e., 1.25 dB. However small, this benefit
comes at no expense in terms of the complexity of precision
electronics.
The sampling frequency νs = 1/τ0 can be equal to the
input frequency ν0 or an integer fraction of, depending on the
speed of the interpolator and on the data transfer rate. Values
of 1–4 MHz are found in commercial equipment.

TABLE II
Zynq R ESOURCE U SAGE

VII. D ISCUSSION
A. Noise Rejection
We summarize the noise response of the counters in the
presence of a data series {xk } uniformly spaced by τ0 , or equivalently sampled at the frequency νs = 1/τ0 . The measurement
time is τ = mτ0 , and the noise samples xk associated with xk
are statistically independent.
The analysis of the  and  counters provided in this
section is based on [23] and [24], with a notation difference
concerning the  counter. In [23] and [24], the measurement
time spans over 2τ and two contiguous measures are overlapped by τ . This choice is driven by the application to the
MVAR, having the same response modσy2 (τ ) = (1/2)D2y τ 2 to
a constant drift Dy . Oppositely, in this paper, we use the same
time interval τ = mτ0 for all the counters, and we leave the
two-sample variances to the companion article [1].
1) Π Counter: The estimated fractional frequency is
ŷ =

xm−1 − x0
xm−1 − x0
=
.
mτ0
τ

The associated variance is
V{ŷ} =

2σx2
2σx2
=
τ2
m 2 τ02

(16)

independent of the sampling frequency.
2) Λ Counter: In the measurement time τ = mτ0 , we average m/2 almost-overlapped samples yk each of which is
measured by  counter over a time τ/2
ŷk =

xm/2+k − xk
xm/2+k − xk
=
.
mτ0 /2
τ/2

2σx2
.
m 2 τ02 /4

The  estimator gives ŷ = (2/m)
mator variance is
V{ŷ} ≈

(m−1)/2
k=0

16σx2
16σx2
=
.
νs τ 3
m 3 τ02

yk . Thus, the esti-

(17)

3) Ω Counter: The estimator variance (7) can be written
as
V{ŷ} ≈

12σx2
12σx2
=
.
νs τ 3
m 3 τ02

B. Data Decimation
We address the question of decimating a stream {yk } of
contiguous data averaged over τ , in order to get a new stream
{y j } of contiguous data averaged over nτ , and preserving the
statistical properties of the estimator.
1) Π Counter: Decimation is trivially done by averaging n
contiguous data with zero dead time
ŷ(nτ ) =

n−1
1
ŷk (τ ).
n
k=0

2) Λ Counter: Decimation can be done in powers of 2, provided that contiguous samples are overlapped by exactly τ/2.
In this case, we apply recursively the formula
1
1
1
ŷ(2τ ) = ŷ−1 (τ ) + ŷ0 (τ ) + ŷ1 (τ ).
4
2
4
Notice that the overlap between samples yields a measurement
time equal to 2τ .
3) Ω Counter: An exact decimation formula was not found
yet. The reason is that the parabolic shape has the constant
second derivative, and edges at ±τ/2. Indeed, the problem is
under study.
C. Application to the Two-Sample Variances
The general form of the two-sample variance reads
1
V{ŷ} = E{(ŷ1 − ŷ2 )2 }.
2

(19)

Using a stream of contiguous data {ŷk } measured with a ,
a , or a  estimator, (19) gives the AVAR, the MVAR,
or the PVAR. In the case of the MVAR, contiguous
means 50% overlapped.

The variance associated with each yk is
V{ŷk } =

967

(18)

VIII. C ONCLUSION
The architecture shown in Fig. 1 is suitable to the , ,
and  estimators, just by replacing the algorithm. So, smart
design enables to implement the three estimators in a single
instrument.
The  estimator is the poorest, and mentioned only for completeness. Nonetheless, it is still on the stage when extreme
simplicity is required, or in niche applications, such as the
measurement of the AVAR for long-term timekeeping.
The  estimator is a good choice when a clean decimation
of the output data is mandatory.
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In the presence of white noise, the  estimator is similar
to the  estimator, but features smaller variance by a factor
of 3/4 (1.25 dB). However the reader may not regard a factor
of 3/4 a major improvement, the value of the  counter is
in the optimum estimator in the presence of white noise, that
is, the minimum square residuals (residual energy). We recall
that the white noise has a dominant role in wide bandwidth
systems.
If complexity is the major issue, the  estimator fits.
Oppositely, if the ultimate noise performance in the presence
of wideband noise is an issue, the  estimator is the right
answer. In addition, the  estimator outperforms the  estimator in the detection of all noise phenomena from white PM
to random walk FM [1]. The complexity of the LR is likely
to be affordable on FPGA or SoC electronics.
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